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compression rings with cylinder
deactivation

Robert Turnbull1 , Nader Dolatabadi1 , Ramin Rahmani1 and
Homer Rahnejat2

Abstract
A novel integrated multi-physics assessment of the piston top compression ring of an internal combustion engine under
normal operation mode, as well as subjected to cylinder deactivation is carried out. The methodology comprises ring-
liner thermo-mixed hydrodynamics, elastodynamics of ring, as well as combustion gas blow-by and emissions. Therefore,
the analysis provides prediction of ring-liner contact’s energy losses and gas power leakage across the piston and ring
crevices, as well as the resulting emissions. Cylinder deactivation (CDA) technology reduces the unburnt fuel entering
the ring-pack crevices, as well as the emissions. It is also shown that the frictional and gas leakage power losses are exa-
cerbated under CDA by as much as 20%. Although this is much lower than the potential gains in fuel usage when using
CDA. The optimisation of the piston compression ring would provide further fuel efficiency and improved emissions, an
issue which has not hitherto received the attention which it deserves. The in-depth analysis has also shown that CDA
reduces the predicted CO, NOx and HC emissions by nearly as much as 8.5%, 10% and 8.7%, respectively.
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Introduction

Two desired requirements of modern internal combus-
tion engines (ICE) are improved energy efficiency and
reduced environmental pollution. These requirements
are partly driven by the ever-stringent emission legisla-
tions,1,2 and partly sought to mitigate the dwindling
reserves of fossil fuels3,4 as the transport sector aims
for a sustainable future.5 With 94% of the total energy
demand for transport still provided by hydrocarbons,6

countering all sources of energy loss from powertrain
systems7 has become critical in realising the aforemen-
tioned objectives. Richardson8 provided a breakdown
of ICE losses, showing that approximately 50%–60%
of these are related to thermal inefficiency and 15%–
20% result from parasitic frictional losses.

New engine technologies such as stop-start, cylinder
deactivation, indicated gear shifting strategy and vari-
able valve actuation are aimed at improving fuel con-
sumption of the ICEs. Cylinder deactivation is a widely
adopted energy saving technology, where some cylin-
ders are deactivated when full engine power is not
required, such as in congested traffic or in steady state

highway cruising. In this manner significant energy sav-
ings and reduced emissions are achieved.9–12

The primary function of the top compression rings
in engine cylinders is to tightly seal the piston and the
cylinder wall, mitigating gas pressure leakage.
Consequently, the requirement for a tight seal can in
turn lead to increased friction. This results in signifi-
cant contribution to engine parasitic losses, especially
from such small components as the compression rings.
Therefore, effective sealing to guard against gas pres-
sure loss can paradoxically result in increased frictional
losses. At the same time owing to its thinness and struc-
tural flexibility the compression ring is also subject to
elastodynamic behaviour. This behaviour affects its
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primary sealing function as well as its conjunctional
friction, leading to increased harmful gas emissions.
These often very contradictory requirements mean that
a complex analysis is required to optimise the piston
compression ring, potentially providing significant ben-
efits in energy efficiency13 and emissions of the ICE. In
fact, 3%–5% of the total ICE losses are associated with
the piston compression ring-to-cylinder liner conjunc-
tion14,15 and at least 2%–7% of engine losses are attrib-
uted to gas pressure leakage.16 Furthermore, the
contribution of trapped unburnt fuel in the piston ring
crevices due to gas blow-by is an important source of
hydrocarbon emissions.12,16,17 Therefore, the dynamics
and loss of sealing of a compression ring are root
causes of hydrocarbon emissions with unburnt fuel
entering its crevice volumes. Dealing with these com-
plex issues can significantly reduce harmful emissions
through optimal fuel usage and improved energy
efficiency.

It is quite essential to accurately predict the tribolo-
gical conditions in the piston ring-cylinder liner con-
junction as a prelude for the determination of its
frictional losses. Some early tribological studies were
reported by Castleman18 and Furuhama,19 predicting
lubricant film thickness in the piston compression ring-
to-cylinder liner conjunction. Dowson et al.20 also pre-
sented a 1D isothermal solution with assumed fully
flooded inlet conditions. Later efforts included partial
or mixed regimes of lubrication,21,22 including the more
realistic inlet meniscus starvation.23,24

Based on the evaluation of Friction Mean Effective
Pressure (FMEP), Akalin and Newaz22 showed reason-
able agreement between their numerical predictions and
in-situ measured friction by Furuhama and Sasaki.25

However, a more realistic analysis requires solution of
2D Reynolds equation, including assessment of con-
formability of the ring to the liner surface such as those
conducted in Ma et al.,26 Mishra et al.,27,28 Fang
et al.,29 and Rahmani et al.30 The study by Rahmani
et al.30 showed that mixed regime of lubrication is
dominant for most of the power stroke. Piao and
Gulwadi31 also included the out-of-round bore effect,
friction and blow-by. An important aspect in such anal-
yses is the conformance of the compression ring to the
bore surface. This is affected by the elastodynamics of
the compression ring, subjected to gas pressure, ring
tension, and contact forces and friction between the
ring and the liner, as well as with the ring’s retaining
piston grooves. Rigid body dynamics of piston com-
pression ring has been utilised to investigate gas flow,
friction, dynamics and oil transport in the piston ring
pack.32,33 These studies were later extended to include
more realistic flexible elastodynamics of the compres-
sion ring in a series of studies for its in-plane (radial)
and out-of-plane (axial and twist) motions.33–37 Ring
dynamics is essential in the study of both gas blow-by
and frictional performance; an approach recently high-
lighted by Turnbull et al.38,39 Therefore, an integrated
solution of gas dynamics through the crevices formed

by an elastic ring and piston retaining grooves, together
with a 2D tribological contact of ring-bore is required.

Another important issue is the inclusion of 2D mixed
thermo-hydrodynamics of ring-liner contact, where it
has also been shown that the lubricant contact tempera-
ture is primarily governed by the liner temperature,
which clearly determines the lubricant viscosity, preva-
lent regime of lubrication and friction.40 Changes in
liner wall temperature also influence the hydrocarbon
(HC) and nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions in an ICE.41

It is well established that the unburnt fuel mixture,
trapped in the piston crevices, comprises 4%–8% of the
fuel mixture inside the cylinder, which is comparable
with the total 3%–10% unburnt fuel mixture during a
combustion cycle. Hence, the trapped fuel mixture in
piston crevices is considered as a major source of hydro-
carbon emissions.16,17

Hydrocarbon emissions are as the result of unburnt
fuel within an internal combustion engine. The sources
of hydrocarbon emissions are the formed crevices by
the piston rings and their retaining piston lands/
grooves and the head gasket, valve seats and spark plug
threads.17 Wang and Stone41 investigated the effect of
wall temperature on hydrocarbon and nitrous oxide
emissions. It was demonstrated that hydrocarbon emis-
sions decreased with rising wall temperature, because
of a combination of higher combustion temperature, as
well as the wall temperature. Wang and Stone41 noted
that especially under higher-load and higher-speed
applications the nitrous oxide emissions increased with
higher wall temperature. An increase in the liner wall
temperature tends to reduce HC emissions and usually
causes NOx to rise in high speed, high load applica-
tions. NOx emissions also vary with air-fuel ratio, com-
bustion timing and duration.17,42 Rahmani et al.43

noted that an optimum liner temperature would allow
a certain trade-off between emissions and generated
friction. Higher temperatures reduce lubricant ingres-
sion into the combustion chamber which in turn
decreases the rate of lubricant evaporation, and hence
the emissions. Reducing oil flow in this manner is
increasingly important as lubricants can absorb and
desorb hydrocarbons from fuels,44 with adverse effects
from some lubricant additives upon emissions.45 This is
because certain elements in the lubricant additive pack-
age, such as phosphorus, zinc, or sulphur can adversely
affect the exhaust catalysts, which in turn reduces their
efficiency, rising the emissions from the vehicle. In
addition, these lubricant additives can cause formation
of sulphates, downstream of a catalysed particulate fil-
ter or other oxidation catalysts. Furthermore, the
importance of lubricant temperature and reducing
lubricant warm up time on mechanical efficiency and
CO emissions highlights the importance of a lubricant
upon engine efficiency and emissions.46

The foregoing discussions demonstrate the need for
a comprehensive integrated ring elastodynamics, gas
flow dynamics and ring-liner mixed thermo-
hydrodynamics analysis to study the power losses and
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emissions of an engine under normal operating condi-
tions. This is also important when a vehicle is subjected
to the use of new technologies with an increasing
uptake in modern vehicle fleet such as cylinder deacti-
vation (CDA). This is the integrated approach underta-
ken in this paper, which extends the work recently
reported by Morris et al.,47 which does not include the
elastodynamics of compression ring and the associated
gas blow-by. The current integrated study of ring elas-
todynamics and gas blow-by is original contributions
and has not hitherto been reported in the literature,
particularly with the inclusion of CDA.

Outline of methodology

Piston ring in-plane flexible dynamics

The coupled equations of motion for small deforma-
tions of a thin beam with negligible shearing deforma-
tion are given by48:

∂F

∂u
+P+ fRR= r2A2R2

∂2u

∂t2
ð1Þ

∂P

∂u
� F+ fpR= r2A2R2

∂2w

∂t2
ð2Þ

where, r2, A2, R2 and u are the density of the ring
material, the ring cross-sectional area, the ring radius
and the circumferential position around the ring per-
iphery. Furthermore, the applied radial and tangential
in-plane forces acting on the ring circumference are
given by fR and fp, whilst u and w denote the radial and
circumferential directions (Figure 1). Neglecting rotary
inertia about the cross-sectional centreline, the moment
equation about the middle plane of the ring segment is
obtained, based on the equilibrium of forces, thus:

F= � E2I2

R2
3

∂w

∂u
+

∂2u

∂u2

� �
ð3Þ

where, I2 is the second area moment of inertia, and
similarly the equilibrium condition in the axial direc-
tion yields:

P=
EA

R
�u+ ∂w

∂u

� �
ð4Þ

The in-plane dynamics equations (1) and (2) are discre-
tised using central difference discretisation, based on
the finite difference method (FDM).38 The solution to
the coupled in-plane elastodynamic equations of
motion (1) and (2) can then be found based on either
an analytical35 or a numerical method.38

Tribology of piston ring – cylinder liner contact

The piston compression ring-cylinder liner contact is
subjected to mixed hydrodynamic regime of lubrication
for much of the piston cycle. The viscous contact pres-
sure, p, is predicted for a compressible fluidic medium
using Reynolds equation:

∂

∂x

rh3

6h

∂p

∂x

� �
+

∂

∂y

rh3

6h

∂p

∂y

� �
=

∂ rUhð Þ
∂x

+2
∂ rhð Þ
∂t

ð5Þ

where, r is the lubricant density, and h the dynamic
viscosity accounts for the piezo-viscous action of the
lubricant. U is the sliding velocity of the piston ring
relative to the cylinder liner surface. The lubricant film
thickness, h, is obtained as:

h x, y, tð Þ= hm tð Þ+ hs xð Þ+D y, tð Þ ð6Þ

where, hs is the axial profile of the ring contact face, D

is the circumferential ring deflection affected by its in-plane
ring dynamics, whilst the localised Hertzian contact deflec-
tion is neglected owing to insufficient generated pressures.
It is shown that for typical ring pressures in road vehicle
gasoline engines, the localised pressure-induced deflection
at the ring-cylinder interface is negligible.27,28

Piston axial kinematics is used to approximate the
sliding (axial) velocity, U, at the ring-cylinder inter-
face49 where the small fluctuations in the velocity due
to the ring flutter are neglected:

U uð Þ ffi �rv sinu+
r

2l
sin 2u

� �
ð7Þ

The modified Dowson and Higginson relationship is
used to account for the variation of lubricant density
with generated contact pressure and temperature50,51:

r = r0 1+
6310�10 p� Patmð Þ

1+1:7310�9 p� Patmð Þ

� �
1� b T� T0ð Þ½ �

ð8Þ

Figure 1. Forces and moments acting on an element of a ring.
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The effect of pressure and temperature on lubricant
viscosity is taken into account through the relationship
first developed by Roeland52 and later modified by
Houpert53 as:

h=h0

exp lnho +9:67ð Þ T� 138

T0 � 138

� ��S0

1+
p� patm

1:983108

� �Z

�1
" #( )

ð9Þ

The reference viscosity, h0, is evaluated at the ambient
conditions and Z=a0Cp= ln h0=h‘ð Þ and S0 =b0

T0 � 138ð Þ= ln h0=h‘ð Þ where, the atmospheric coeffi-
cients a0 and b0, are the pressure-viscosity and
temperature-viscosity indexes, respectively. The lubri-
cant contact temperature is primarily governed by the
liner temperature.40 Therefore, liner temperature is
used to determine the lubricant effective viscosity in the
current analysis.

The contact load is carried partially by the viscous
lubricant, Wh, which is obtained by integrating the gen-
erated hydrodynamic pressures over the contact area,
and partially by the counter face interacting asperities,
Wa. During piston reversals, contact is momentarily
starved of lubricant and the surface asperities carry
most of the applied load. Assuming an equivalent
rough surface contacting a smooth plane, and that the
asperities’ heights follow a Gaussian distribution, the
share of contact load carried by direct contact of sur-
faces, Wa can be obtained using the Greenwood and
Tripp model54 as:

W=Wh +Wa =

ð ð
pdA+

16
ffiffiffi
2
p

15
p jksð Þ2

ffiffiffiffi
s

k

r
1� v21
E1

+
1� v22
E2

� ��1
AF5=2 lð Þ

ð10Þ

where, A is the ring-bore conjunction apparent contact
area, jks is the composite surface roughness parameter
found using topographical measurements. s, k and j

are composite root mean square (rms) roughness, aver-
age radius of curvature of asperity tips and density of
asperity peaks per unit area of surfaces, respectively.
l= h=s represents the Stribeck lubricant film ratio.
The statistical function, F5=2, is approximated by a
polynomial fit55:

F5=2 lð Þ=
�0:0046l5 +0:0574l4 � 0:2958l3

+0:7844l2 � 1:0776l+0:6167; for l4lc =2:224

0; for l . lc =2:224

8><
>:

ð11Þ

The total friction takes into account viscous friction, fv,
due to viscous shear which varies with the lubricant
pressure gradient, as well as the relative sliding velocity
and losses due boundary friction originated from the
surface asperity interactions, fb.

56

ft = fv + fb= 6
h

2
r
*

p+V
* h

h

				
				 A� Aeð Þ+ t0Ae + zWað Þ

ð12Þ

where, t0 and z are the characteristic Eyring shear stress
of the oil57 and coefficient of boundary shear strength
of the softer counter face, respectively. The latter is
determined through use of atomic force microscope
(AFM) in lateral force mode (LFM).56 The asperity
contact area, Ae =p2 jksð Þ2AF2 lð Þ54 and the statistical
function, F2 based on a polynomial curve fit is:55

F2 lð Þ=
�0:0018l5 +0:0281l4 � 0:1728l3

+0:5258l2 � 0:8043l+0:5003; for l4lc =2:295

0; for l . lc =2:295

8><
>:

ð13Þ

Heat is generated within the contact due to friction. As
a result, the contact temperature increases in addition
to the surface temperature rise due to combustion. It is
shown that under hot operating conditions, the contact
temperature is usually dominated by the temperature
of the cylinder liner40 and the thermal effect of friction
is relatively inappreciable.43,58 Therefore, in the current
study it is assumed that the contact temperature is the
same as the surface temperature of the cylinder liner.

Combustion gas blow-by and exhaust emissions

The combustion gases flow into and out of the piston-
piston ring crevices during a typical engine cycle.
Therefore, some engine power loss can be associated with
the gas blow-by as is highlighted in Turnbull et al.39 To
evaluate the leakage power loss a gas control volume
model needs to be utilised to predict the mass flows
through these crevices as shown schematically in Figure 2.

Several methods for gas blow-by have already been
presented in the literature.16,39,59,60 The gas blow-by
model used in the current study is that presented in
Turnbull et al.39 Therefore, the details are repeated here
for the sake of brevity. The associated power loss is
obtained as39,61:

Pl = _m
gs

gs � 1ð ÞRTU 1� PD

PU

� � gs�1ð Þ
gs

" #
ð14Þ

The mass fraction of burnt fuel in the combustion
chamber at a point during the engine cycle is deter-
mined62 as:

MFB tð Þ= pcyl, fired tð Þ
pcyl,motored tð Þ � 1 ð15Þ

where, pcyl, fired is the fired cylinder pressure, pcyl,motored

is the motored cylinder pressure and MFB is the
fraction of burnt fuel. Leonhardt et al.63 showed
that this mass fraction is in good agreement with the
thermodynamic analysis of Hohenberg and Killmann.64
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The volume of unburnt gas within the combustion
chamber is16:

Vu tð Þ=V0
P0

P tð Þ

� �1
g

1�MFB tð Þð Þ ð16Þ

where, Vu is the volume of unburnt fuel,P0 is the pre-
combustion pressure, V0 is the cylinder volume that
corresponds to P0, and P tð Þ is the instantaneous cylin-
der pressure.

A number of assumptions are made:

(1) There is steady mass flow rate per unit area into
the piston crevices

(2) The mean flame front location is defined by the
burnt mass fraction of the fuel

(3) The mean flame front can be approximated to a
plane orthogonal to the piston crown surface

(4) The unburnt charge is compressed in an isentropic
manner

With these simplifying but reasonable assumptions, a
relationship can be found between the volume of
unburnt fuel mix and the total swept cylinder volume
as16:

Vu tð Þ= 2Lu tð Þ
B
� sin

2Lu tð Þ
B

� �� �
Vt tð Þ ð17Þ

where,Vt tð Þ is the total cylinder volume, B (Figure 2) is
the bore diameter and Lu is the proportion of the cre-
vice length exposed to the unburnt mixture.

The unburnt mass flow rate into the crevice A
(Figure 2) from the combustion chamber is therefore16:

_mu = _ma
Lu

Lt

� �
ð18Þ

where, Lt is the total crevice length.
The burnt portion of the mass flow rate into the cre-

vice A from the combustion chamber is therefore:13

_mb = _ma
Lb

Lt

� �
ð19Þ

where, Lb is the portion of the crevice length exposed to
the burnt gas.

Shayler et al.17 developed relationships between the
mass flow rate of the fuel and any pollutants for various
types of automotive gasoline engines.

The ratio of CO mass flow rate to mass flow rate of
fuel supplied fn1ð Þ is given as:17

fn1 fð Þ= e a+ bf2ð Þ if f \ 1 and a=� 8:395, b=5:5181
a+ bf if f ø 1 and a=� 2:725, b=2:78



ð20Þ

where, f is the equivalence ratio:

f=
AFRstoich

AFR
ð21Þ

CO predictions are a primary function of the equiva-
lence ratio and not the engine operating conditions.17,61

The index of CO emissions is determined as:

EICO = fn1 fð Þ ð22Þ

The HC emissions are related to the equivalence ratio
as:

fn2 fð Þ= a+ bf+
c

f2
ð23Þ

where, a, b and c are constants given as �0:00484,
0:004326 and 0:0013313 respectively.61

The spark timing for the Minimum Advance for Best
Torque Delivery (MBTD) is given for various exhaust
gas recirculation (EGR) in Shayler et al.17 for different
engine types. The relationship between HC emissions
and MBTD is:

fn3 MBTDð Þ=
1 if MBTD40

1+ a MBTDð Þ2 if MBTD. 0 and

a= fn4 fð Þ fn5 EGRð Þ

8><
>:

ð24Þ

where, fn4 fð Þ is a function of the equivalence ratio,
hence:

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the control volumes in
piston crevices.
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fn4 fð Þ= a+
b

f
+ cf2 ð25Þ

The constants a, b and c are �0:00326, 0:0002134 and
0:0016489 respectively, and fn5 EGRð Þ is a function of
exhaust gas recirculation as:

fn5 EGRð Þ= a+ b EGRð Þ+ c EGRð Þ2 ð26Þ

where a, b and c are constants with the values 1,
�0:016643 and �0:002866 respectively.

HC emissions index is therefore determined as17:

EIHC =GFRfn2 fð Þfn3 MBTDð Þ ð27Þ

where, GFR is the gas fuel ratio dependent on the air/
fuel ratio.17

NOx emissions are related to the air/fuel ratio AFRð Þ
and burnt mixture fraction, xb, as:

fn6 AFR, xbð Þ= a+ b AFRð Þ+ e AFRð Þ2

1+ b AFRð Þ+ d AFRð Þ2

" #
exp

xb
0:13

� �
ð28Þ

where a, b, c, d and e are constants with the values
�0:00326, �0:12489, �7:401310�5, 0:004 and
4:0717310�5, respectively.

NOx emissions are related to the spark ignition tim-
ing (MBTD) through:

fn7 MBTDð Þ= a+ b MBTDð Þ+ c MBTDð Þ2 ð29Þ

where, the constants a, b and c are 1, �0:021 and
�0:00051, respectively.

NOx emissions index is therefore predicted as17:

EINOx
= fn6 AFR, xbð Þfn7 MBTDð Þ ð30Þ

Solution methodology

The integrated multi-physics model in the current study
includes the flexible ring elastodynamics, mixed
thermo-hydrodynamics of ring-liner contact and a gas
blow-by model. The blow-by model is an expansion of
that detailed in Turnbull et al.39 to include predictions
of unburnt and burnt fuel in the piston crevices, as well
as exhaust gas emissions (Figure 3). The overall inte-
grated multi-physics model is also used to study the
effect of CDA.

The following solution procedure is used:

Step 1: Advance the crank angle, commencing from 0�
Step 2: Solve Reynolds equation and elastic film shape
with rheological state equations for the ring-liner con-
tact, determining pressure distribution and lubricant
film thickness.
Step 3: Determine the hydrodynamic reaction and
asperity load, thus the total contact load.
Step 4: With net applied forces, calculate ring deforma-
tion and velocity profiles
Step 5: Determine viscous and boundary friction, thus
total friction and frictional power loss.
Step 6: Determine gas pressures in the control volumes
as well as gas leakage
Step 7: Return to step 1.

Figure 3. Computational flow chart.
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Engine specifications

The developed model comprises piston ring elastody-
namics, tribology of contact between the ring and liner,
and gas dynamics. Therefore, it is a multi-physics
model. In addition, thermal effects are incorporated in
both lubricant rheology and flow of blow-by gasses.

In the current study, measured liner temperature is
used in the analysis, whilst the heat generated due to
friction and its conduction and convection from the
contact is neglected. It must be noted that the compres-
sible gas flow through the crevices consumes a relatively

small portion of expended fuel energy. This can result
in an unburnt fuel mixture, which is a major source of
hydrocarbon emissions.16

A 4-cylinder, 4-stroke spark ignition engine is stud-
ied here. Engine specifications pertinent to the current
analysis are listed in Table 1. Figure 4 shows the mea-
sured cylinder pressure and liner temperature for the
three cases of (i)- a cylinder under normal engine oper-
ating condition, (ii)- an active cylinder under CDA and
(iii)- a deactivated cylinder. Under normal engine oper-
ation all the four cylinders remain operational, whilst
during cylinder deactivation two cylinders are active
and the other two are deactivated. The deactivated
cylinders have a closed inlet and exhaust valves, result-
ing in compression and expansion of the cylinder resi-
dual charge content. The active cylinders experience
higher combustion pressures and cylinder wall tem-
peratures to maintain the desired output power. The
liner wall temperature is measured during steady state
operating condition, where it is largely stable, with the
main temperature variation noted between the top and
bottom of the cylinder liner, rather than any transient
variations between successive cycles.

Results and discussions

Figure 5 shows the minimum lubricant film thickness
variation for the piston compression ring-to-cylinder
liner contact for an engine cycle. The film thickness for
an active cylinder under CDA, a deactivated cylinder
and a cylinder under normal engine operation are pre-
sented. The regime of lubrication falls into mixed and
boundary conditions at the vicinity of Top Dead
Centre (TDC) and Bottom Dead Centre (BDC) during
piston reversals and during the power stroke owing to
a reduced film thickness. There is a significant reduc-
tion in the film thickness for the active cylinder under
CDA when compared with the cylinder under normal
operation. This is because of the combination of a
higher combustion pressure and liner temperature.

The corresponding predicted friction under different
cylinder operating conditions is shown in Figure 6. The

Table 1. Engine and lubricant (SAE 10W40) specifications.

Parameter Value Unit

Bore radius 44.52 Mm
Ring material Steel –
Crank-pin radius 39.75 Mm
Connecting rod length 138.1 Mm
Liner material Cast Iron –
Lubricant density 833.8 (@40�C) kg/m3

Lubricant viscosity 59.99 (@40�C) mPa.s
Lubricant thermal
expansion coefficient

6.5 x 1024 K21

Lubricant piezo-viscous
coefficient

2 x 1028 Pa21

Lubricant thermo-viscous
coefficient

0.04 K21

Roughness parameter jksð Þ 0.04 –
Measure of asperity
gradient s=kð Þ

0.001 –

Coefficient of boundary
shear strength

0.17 –

Liner Young’s elastic
modulus

92.3 GPa

Liner Poisson’s ratio 0.211 –
Ring Young’s elastic
modulus

203 GPa

Ring Poisson’s ratio 0.3 –
Ring axial height 1.15 Mm
Ring radial thickness 3.5 Mm
Free ring end-gap 10.5 Mm
Ring density 7850 kg/m3

Figure 4. Measured engine data: (a) in-cylinder pressure, and (b) liner wall temperature at 3000 rpm and full load.47
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reduction in film thickness for the active cylinder of the
engine subjected to CDA promotes increased boundary
friction well into the power stroke, whilst boundary
friction under normal engine operating condition is sig-
nificantly reduced. The deactivated cylinder has the
most boundary friction at the TDC, which is rapidly
decreased with an increasing sliding velocity, promot-
ing an increased rate of lubricant entrainment into the
contact conjunction. High boundary friction occurs
because the combustion pressure within the deactivated
cylinder at TDC (Figure 4(a)) is higher than for both
the active cylinder of a CDA engine and the cylinder
under normal engine operating mode. The combination
of the increased boundary friction in an active cylinder
of CDA engine and the increased boundary friction at
the TDC for deactivated cylinders demonstrates the
potential for higher wear in cylinder operating under
CDA due to a severely reduced lubricant film thick-
ness. This would required further investigations.

The corresponding frictional power losses are shown
in Figure 7(a). There are significant power losses during
the combustion stroke for an active cylinder due to pre-
valent boundary and mixed lubrication conditions. The
power loss predictions for an active cylinder of a CDA
operated engine are low during the remaining engine
strokes because of a higher liner temperature, reducing
the lubricant viscosity thus viscous frictional losses. On
the other hand, there is significant viscous friction for
the deactivated cylinder throughout the engine cycle
due to its lower liner temperature, thus a higher lubri-
cant viscosity. This finding supports the work reported
by Di Battista and Cipollone46 who outlined the impor-
tance of lubricant temperature upon frictional losses.
Under normal engine operation mode there is high fric-
tion during the power stroke and a sizeable contribu-
tion by viscous friction for the remaining engine
strokes. Unbalanced cooling is often seen as a draw-
back for engines operating under CDA. The results
here demonstrate that this is the case in frictional pre-
dictions, with the lower liner temperatures increasing
the viscous frictional losses for the deactivated cylinder.
For the active cylinder with higher liner temperature
boundary friction increases. Figure 7(b) shows the dif-
ference in cyclic friction for an engine operating

normally and one operating under cylinder deactiva-
tion, which is similar to the results reported in the
literature.47

Power loss due to gas leakage in the form of blow-
by through the piston ring crevices is shown in Figure
8(a). These are the highest for an active cylinder
under CDA because of the higher operating combus-
tion pressures. The deactivated cylinder also has high
gas leakage power losses due to the cylinder compres-
sing the gasses twice during an engine cycle. Figure
8(b) shows an increase in gas leakage losses per cycle
for an engine operating under CDA. Namazian
et al.16 observed that piston ring crevice gas flow
power loss can be at least 2%–7% of fuel energy,
depending on the engine type. Gas power losses are
likely to rise exponentially with any significant ring
flutter. The current model does not include other
rings within the ring-pack assembly. Therefore, it is
likely that the gas pressure losses are somewhat over-
predicted. Namazian and Heywood16 showed that
less than 20% of the unburnt fuel mixture mass is
blown into piston compression ring crevices, reaching
the crevices of the second ring. Hence, it is anticipated
that emissions are mainly affected by the behaviour
of the top compression ring.

The total compression ring losses due to friction and
gas leakage for the engine operating normally and
under cylinder deactivation are shown in Figure 9.
There is an increase of approximately 60.3W per cycle
under cylinder deactivation, representing an increase in
losses of around 21.7%. This represents a significant
increase in losses per cycle. However, these losses are
small in comparison to the gains in fuel economy due
to an engine operating under CDA.9–11 However, these
losses are not often taken into account in assessing
engine performance as they should be under CDA.

Emissions

The total mass flow rate of unburnt fuel and burnt gas
from the combustion chamber into the piston ring-pack

Figure 5. Compression ring-liner contact minimum film
thickness variation in an engine cycle under different conditions.

Figure 6. Predicted cyclic ring-liner friction in an engine cycle
under different running conditions.
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crevices in the current predictive analysis is shown in
Figure 10. The total unburnt fuel flow rate into the piston
ring-pack assembly is significantly reduced under CDA as
one would expect. The results show that combination of
the higher cylinder wall temperature, a reduction in total
fuel burnt and a decrease in unburnt fuel gas flow rate

constitute a reduction in hydrocarbon emissions from the
piston crevices for an engine operating under CDA.

Figure 10 shows that most of the gas flow into the pis-
ton crevices contains unburnt fuel. Absorption and deso-
rption of unburnt fuel into the lubricating oil can
contribute to emissions,65 as well as lubricant contamina-
tion.66 During excessive ring flutter, it is likely that there
would be an increase in the gas flowing through the piston
compression ring into the crank case. The simple analyti-
cal method expounded here to approximate the unburnt
and burnt gases flowing through the ring pack provides a
convenient and efficient analysis approach without the
need for a more cumbersome computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) simulations approach.

During operation an engine utilises a feedback loop
to ensure that the air-fuel mixture is close to stoichio-
metric condition. The engine analysed in the current
study acts under a constant full load condition, thus
not reacting to any load transience.47 Therefore, it can
be considered to be operating around the stoichio-
metric air-fuel ratio. Under these conditions, Figure 11
shows that CO, HC and NO exhaust emissions are
reduced when the engine is subject to CDA, similar to

Figure 7. Frictional power loss predictions of ring-liner contact under different cylinder operating conditions: (a) per crank angle,
and (b) average per cycle.

Figure 8. Gas leakage power loss predictions in an engine cycle under normal operation and cylinder deactivation: (a) per crank
angle, and (b) average per cycle.

Figure 9. Average combined frictional and gas leakage power
losses for an engine operating normally and subject to CDA.
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observations reported in.9,11 The reduction in predicted
hydrocarbon emissions with CDA is in correlates with
the reduction in blow-by gases as the major contribut-
ing source16,17 as shown in Figure 10. This trend is
demonstrated in Figure 12 outlining the importance of
unburnt fuel flow into the ring-pack crevices upon
hydrocarbon emissions.

Emissions can be reduced by optimising the fuel
usage. One way of achieving this is to mitigate frictional
and gas leakage losses. A breakdown for the gas flow
rate emissions due to the stated losses is presented in
Figure 13. Although the total emissions have decreased
for an engine operating under CDA, the emissions due
to friction and gas leakage have actually increased. This

demonstrates the importance of taking into account the
frictional losses and gas pressure leakage together for
modern engines using CDA, an approach has not been
reported in the open literature yet. To reduce emissions,
it is important that the piston compression ring effec-
tively seals the combustion chamber. This can reduce
blow-by through the ring-pack and consequently the
emissions, as well as the hydrocarbon emissions attrib-
uted to the flow of unburnt fuel mixture entering the
ring-pack due to gas blow-by.16,17 However, a good
ring seal can increase frictional losses. Therefore, a care-
ful trade-off between these contradictory requirements
across the engine operating conditions needs to be
achieved.

Figure 10. Total burnt and unburnt gas leakage from the combustion chamber into the piston ring-pack top crevice volume in an
engine with: (a) CDA, and (b) normal operation.

Figure 11. Predicted emissions for an engine under normal operation and an engine with CDA: (a) CO, (b) HC and (c) NO.
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Concluding remarks

The analysis demonstrates that the piston top compres-
sion ring of active cylinders under CDA operates in
mixed regime of lubrication in the vicinity of the piston
reversal for longer than when operating under normal
mode of engine operation during the transition from
the compression to the power stroke and much of the
latter. For the case of deactivated cylinders, hydrody-
namic lubrication regime seems to be more dominant
apart from vicinity of piston reversals, especially at the
top dead centre where the cylinder pressure is the high-
est. The gas flow into the crevice regions of the com-
pression ring-to-its piston retaining lands ensures that
pressure behind the inner rim of the ring builds up con-
forming it to the liner surface as an effective seal, but it
increases contact friction. The deactivated cylinders
exhibit the highest boundary friction at the TDC to the
higher build-up in pressure behind the ring, demon-
strating the importance of an integrated multi-physics
analysis such as the one reported in this paper.

Gas pressure leakage losses are highest for an engine
operating under CDA because of the high combustion
pressures. The deactivated cylinders act as gas springs
with higher gas pressure losses as the piston moves from
BDC to TDC than from TDC to BDC. It is shown that
cylinder deactivation can increase the gas leakage and
frictional losses by approximately 20%. This is much
less than the gain in fuel savings due to reduced fuel use
and pumping. However, reducing frictional and gas
leakage losses is important in meeting targeted emission
levels and improving fuel in modern engines especially
that utilising cylinder deactivation technology.

The in-depth analysis has also shown that CDA
reduces the predicted CO emissions by as much as
8.5%, the NOx emissions by nearly 10% and HC emis-
sions also by 8.7%. Piston crevices are a source of HC
emissions and an engine operating using cylinder deac-
tivation technology reduces the amount of unburnt fuel
entering the piston crevices due to gas blow-by.
Therefore, the trend in reduced HC emissions is
observed in the predicted unburnt fuel entering the

piston crevices. Optimisation of the piston compression
ring has a significant potential in reducing emissions.
Objectives of reduced energy and subsequent emissions
can be partially achieved through use of novel coatings
on piston rings and/or cylinder liners as demonstrated
in Dolatabadi et al.67 and this can be considered as an
extension of the current analysis using the methodology
provided in the current study. Some numerical analyses
have shown that use of textured features in piston ring-
cylinder liner contact can improving the lubrication
regime, thus reducing the frictional power losses, par-
ticularly during the engine warm-up.68,69 Therefore, a
holistic approach seems to be the way forward in tar-
geting the reduction of energy losses and emissions
from engine components such as the piston rings.
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Appendix

Notation

A Area of contact m2

A1 Control volume area normal to the
gas flow

m2

A2 Ring cross-sectional area m2

Ae Asperity contact area m2

B Cylinder bore m
E0 Reduced (effective) Young’s elastic

modulus
N/m2

E1 Liner material Young’s elastic
modulus

N/m2

E2 Ring material Young’s elastic
modulus

N/m2

fR Radial ring force per unit length N/m
fp Tangential ring force per unit length N/m
G Ring modulus of rigidity N/m2

h Film thickness m
hs Axial profile of the ring contacting

face
m

h1 Channel width m
I2 Second moment of area m4

K Ring stiffness matrix N/m
l Length of connecting rod m
l1 Crevice length m
Lb Crevice length exposed to burnt

gas
m

Lt Total crevice length m
Lu Crevice length exposed to unburnt

gas
m

_mu Mass flow rate of unburnt gas kg/s
_mb Mass flow rate of burnt gas kg/s
M Ring mass matrix kg
p Pressure distribution Pa
Patm Ambient (atmospheric) pressure Pa
pcyl, fired Fired cylinder pressure Pa
pcyl, motored Motored cylinder pressure Pa
PD Pressure downstream Pa
PU Pressure upstream Pa
R Gas constant Jkg21K21

R2 Compression ring radius m
r Crank-pin radius m
T Temperature at piston top land K
TU Temperature upstream K
T0 Reference temperature of the gas K
t Time s
U The axial velocity of piston m/s
u Radial ring deflection m
Vt Total cylinder volume m3

Vu Volume of unburnt gas m3

Wa Load share of asperities N
Wh Load share of the lubricant film N
w Circumferential ring deflection m

Greek symbols

a0 Lubricant Piezo-viscosity coefficient m2/N
b0 Lubricant Thermo-viscosity

coefficient
–

g Coefficient of thermal expansion
for oil

K21

gs Specific heat ratio –
d Localised elastic Hertzian defection M
D Ring circumferential elastic

deflection
M

Du Circumferential discretisation
interval

rad

z Coefficient of boundary shear
strength

–

h Dynamic viscosity of the lubricant Pa. s
h0 Dynamic viscosity of the gas at a

reference temperature
Pa. s

u Peripheral position rad
k Average asperity tip radius of

curvature
M

l Stribeck’s oil film ratio –
v1 Liner Poisson’s ratio –
v2 Ring Poisson’s ratio –
j Asperity density per unit contact

area
1/m2

r Lubricant density kg/m3

r0 Oil density at ambient pressure kg/m3

r2 Ring density kg/m3

s Composite roughness of the
contacting surfaces

M

t Viscous shear stress N/m2

t0 Eyring shear stress N/m2

f Equivalence ratio –

Abbreviations

1D/2D One/Two-dimensional
AFM Atomic force microscope
AFR Air fuel ratio
BDC Bottom dead centre
CDA Cylinder de-activation
CFD Computational fluid dynamics
FDM Finite difference method
FMEP Friction mean effective pressure
GFR Gas fuel ratio
HC Hydrocarbon
ICE Internal combustion engine
LFM Lateral force microscopy
MBTD The minimum spark advance for the best

torque delivery
MFB Mass fraction burnt
NOx Nitrogen oxides
TDC Top dead centre
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